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PREFACE 

Though any apology may not be necessary for presenting the report 
that is embodied in this paper an explanation may not be out of place. 
The population of Bangalore has more than doubled itself since 1940, 
pointing out to the obvious fact that a large number of persons have 
come from 'outside Bangalore. Majority of these persons are from rural 
areas and they seem to have forsaken their traditional occupation of agri
culture in preference to the employment in industrial concerns in and 
around Bangalore. In the course of certain investigation connected with 
the Hindustan Aircrafts Ltd., Bangalore, it was noticed that these persons 
coming from outside had not yet been integrated sufficiently into the 
industrial organisation already existing in the Hindustan Aircrafts Ltd. 
On closer investigation it was found that these rural persons, uprooted 
from their original homes, when they returned to their villages off and on 
to make short stays found that the treatment meted out to them by the 
village folk made it clear that the original bond of integration which had 
existed between themselves and the village had become weak. These 
persons thus suffered a certain amount of disturbance in regard to the 
sense of security that was originally prevailing in their minds. 

This fact gave rise to the considerations of the possibility of measur
ing the sense of security and thereby evolving a security index in the minds 
of people. What applies to individuals applies to groups and nations in 
a more or less degree. Therefore it occurred that it should be possible 
to split up a people into smaller zonal universes. The sense of security 
cnjoyed by such smaller universes could be assessed by taking stratified 
samples in each of such zones and measuring the security index. 

The following report is of an investigation undertaken in the Indian 
Institute of Science, Bangalore, in regard to the measurement of security 
index. This investigation has yielded very interesting results indicating 
the compositional nature of the sense of security and the relative import
ance of the factors that go to build up this sense of security. 

Mr. S. K. Ramachandra Rao and Mr. M. C. Satyanarayana have 
both been associated with this investigation almost from the beginning. 
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Tension.-Man in society is equipped with two types or lransmi~siOI1 
-biophysical and sociocltltural. The elementary propensities such as 
'eflexes, instincts and capacities are of course quasi-hereditary and individual, 
.0 start with, but the self or personality (hal gradually develops and play~ 
:he decisive role in his life is as much, if not more, a product of socio
:ultural environment as of the biophysical. The essential problem of an 
ndividual's individuality, or self-consciousness or self-hood, is "How can an 
ndividual get outside himself in such a way as (0 become an object to him
;elf?'" Towards this end are developed attitudes," both toward himself" 
Ind towards the" object" to him. This results in socialisation, i.e., in the 
~mergence of a configuration of the self and society. The resultant behaviour 
pattern is dependent, therefore, on the degree and type of socialization. For 
a smooth and effective operation of a personality in all its settings, there 
,hould be an integration of attitudes. It is in this sense that Prescott Leeky4 

has introduced the factor of self-consistency in his theory of personality. 
Attitude itself on analysis is found to be an enduring pattern of values, and 

1. Mead, ., Mind, Self and Society", Chicago, 1934. Q. Davis, Human Society, p. 209. 
2 H An Attitude is a mental and neural state of readiness, organised through experience, 

exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the individual's response to all objects and 
'iituatioDs with which it is related", A11port~ G., Ifandbook oj' Social Psychology 
(ed. C. Murchison), p. 8\0. 

8" Davis calls this the attitude of the . generalised other', 
"Davis, op. cit., p. 235. 
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values are the product of one's interaction with the outer and inner environ
ments. The individuality of an individual is maintained when these values 
and the resultant attitudes are organised into a pattern around the nucleus 
of selfhood or one's evaluation of himself or McDougall's 'self-regarding 
sentiment '. The organisation being dynamic, the psyohological equi
librium of the organism is constantly upset and the individual is as constantly 
engaged in restoring it against all odds. This is the raison d'etre of the 
impulse of self-preservation. It is not just a biological necessity but pro
ductive of desirable emotivity as well. For when the self-hood is not main
tained the behavioral patterns will not be potent enough to satisfactorily 
terminate in the expected goal, and consequently conflict will result. The 
perception of the goal or the formation of the purpose is coeval with the 
arousal of a ten5ion system and aU behaviour is a reply to the tension-state. 
"Whenever an organised whole i5 upEet, there is a tendency to restruc
turalise the organisation in such a way that the equilibrium may be re
established " .• 

Pleasur~, being defined as a " state of affairs in which a conflict is being 
reduced, an incipient organisation being dissipated or a new synthesis in 
assembly action being achieved "," the non-maintenance of self-hood resollts 
in the opposite effect, viz., pain. While integration pleases, conflict pains. 
The l.rge in the individual to achieve the e},pected pattern of behaviour (in 
accordance with the normative control of society) is thus frustrated, the 
behaviour is no longer goal-oriented. A chasm yawns l!etween the action
pattern of the individual which is too inadeq'tJate or misfired, and the goal. 
In such instances, we have evidence of what N. R. F. Maier calls ~. frustra
tion-instigated behaviour ".7 This is symptomatic of an endllfing state of 
tension in the organism. 

But it must be recognised that behaviour is impossible without tension; 
in fact, it is the tension that is the soui'ce of energy for the vector responsible 
for behaviour. 8 The normal locomotions (the release of a tension state 
by an appropriate behaviour), however, occur more or less on the same 
plane of reality' as the goal. Bl,t when impermeable barriers are set in the 
plane of that degree of reality making locomotion impossible between goal 
and vector, the organism is obliged to "fly from reality" to irreality. The 
tension here is blocked. When the situation is of secondary importance 

5 Brown, Psychology and the Social Order, p. 76. 
Ii Hebb, D.O., Organization 0/ Behaviour, p. 232. 
, Frustration, p. 77. 
S c/o, Brown, op. cit., p. 282. 
'ct. Lewin, Principles of Topolof(i('al P.~ychology, p. 196 f, 
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from the standpoint of the organism. displacements of the planes (If reality 
occur, substituting a lesser reality for a higher one, thereby overcoming the 
barrier in the original plane. Such blockings are plentiful in human lifc. 
But this substitute flight iato lesser realitie., is very difficult where the tension 
involv~s the essence of the organism, and this mode of reaction to barriers, 
even when they occur, fail to give the satisfaction that the temion demand •. :10 

or, in other words, their compensatory value is negligible. That is to say, 
the tension continues unabated, giving rise to a series (,f anxiety and frustra
tion-states. The symptom of such a state is the feeling '?f'i17se{'lll'il.l' which is 
a function of the inner tension. 

Social FrOll1e.-Scciety is a structured field wherein it is po.sible to 
discern a number of regions (or points) with self as the point of reference. 
This configuration of self-society can therefore be theoretically analysed into 
several subregions such as personal, social, physical, economic, political. 
ethical and religiocls, each as much a homogenecus entity with reference 
to the society, as society is with reference to the individual. Each of them 
might be construed as a reference region, and locomotions (communications) 
could be discerned between the self and the reference regions. The. e loco
motions are an answer to the call of certain tension ~tates, a response 
towards restoring the lost equilibrium of the individual. They are depend
ent on the structure of the society, the situational context and the organism's 
equipment and modes of reaction. In this connection we must net con
centrate on these apparently independent factors in the behaviour instead 
of understanding it as a unifled total response. The individual reacts as a 
psychophysical mechanism to the world around him (in so far as he is stimu
lated by it) in various situations, not as so many distinct personalities, but 
as an organized unily. The behavioral patterns may change in relation 

. to the social situations that engender them, but the individual retains 
constancy and integrity within the social framework. Beha~iour, in other 
words, is a function of the nucleus of the organism. lI 

This organismic nucleus, i.e., the individual in the social frame, enters 
as an indispensable factor in all behaviour, and in view of the goal-directed
ness of the behaviour a 'tone' of satisfaction or dissatisfaction consequent 
on the restoration of the equilihium GT {)therwise is illstituted. ln other 
wmds, the behaving agent is also a satisfaction-experiencing agent. The 
general feeling tone of the IHlcleus involves a reflection thereof in the ele
mental units also. The feeling of security or insecurity is such an organismic 

~ c/. Brown, ... Resolution of a blocked tension in the realm of :l lesser reality is only 
pOSSIble when thIS leads to another way of reaching the original ~al" (0 p. dl., p. 293). 

11 As a.scribed in the L.wjnj~n formula, B ~ l (PEl. 
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nuclear tone. The ease and smoothness with which the locomotions occur 
gives us an index of this feeling tone, suggesting also the extent of hannony 
that prevails in the individual. The presence of barriers" is an evidence 
of unrelieved tension and thus of a feeling of dissatisfaction and insecurity. 

Sense of Securit} as an Attitude.-The satisfactory character of a 
behaviour is marked by the release of tension that has arisen on t,le conti
nued existence of a need. The needs that compel the attention of the 
organism and demand prompt action, and about the satisfactoriness of 
which the organism is very particular could be termed as fundamental 
appetites, such as hunger, sex, etc. The satisfaction in these creates a 
stable and strong Gestalt that is not likely to be disturbed by other 8ppe
tites, which are, by implication, minor. The' tone' thus acquired after 
experience and retroflection" is elena ted as the sense of security. This is 
recognised as an attitude, in the sense in which Thomas and Znaneicki have 
taken it, viz., "every manifestation of conscious life, however simple or 
complex, general or partic,llar, can be treated as an attitUde ".'4 This 
attitude as belonging to the 'organismic nucleus' (P) is a general one, a 
whole. The sens~s of secu.rity in the different spheres of fu.ndamental needs 
Of appetites are generated and conditioned by this whole, and therefore 
might be described as holoids; the items taat con.titate each sphere might 
be looked upon as elements. The field being structured, the primal 'urge 
to live' becomes differentiated into these di,erse security attitudes. 

II. THE PROBLEM 

The {-urpose of the present inquiry is to (l) ascertain the nature of the 
sense of security, (2) the factors that contribJte to it; (3) to measure it, 
if it is amenable to measurement; (4) to determine the inter-relationship that 
inileres between the different factors and (5) to discover their relative 
importance. The investigation does not seek to prove CT disprove any 
hypothesis priorly formulated. The present report concerns itself only 
with the pilot work that was done in this regard. 

m. THE METHOD 

A. The Questlonllilire.-A ql1estionnaire was desimed to !lather rele
vant data regarding the sense of security of the individu-al (see Annexure I). 
The sphere of investigation was grOllped into eight segments each representing 

12; UWhat constitutes barriers depends on the structure of the social field, for instance, 
the stability of the economic system, the form of the state, the vigor of contemporary 
religion~'» Brown, op. cit., p. 300. 

13 cf. Pearls, Ego, Hunger and Aggression, pp. 119-20. 
" S4eritf and Cantril. Psychology of Ego Involvements, \'. 11, 
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a physico-psycho~social appetite of major importance, and this was ,tTranged 
in a series ranging from the mostly biological to the mostly psychol( gical. 
They are: Pilysical, P~rsonal (Familial), Economic, Sm:ial, Ethical, 
.Political (or Civic), Religious and Cultural. Each ~<'grncllt represents a 
pattern of human adjustment, and the field cO', ered is fairly wide. They 
almcst exhaust the major modes (·f human bchavimtr. The lntal ,lUmher 
of items included is 100. The s .• bject is asked to answer euen item didl(,to
mously, by either YES or NO, and tnc qHstions arc sc framed a~ to ad,'1it 
of this response fairly adequately. (See Annexure II for details rc!,arding 
the method of scoring.) 

B. The Scaie.-The security index scale has peen devised to illustrate 
the differentiation in oppcsite directiom, positive and negative: on the 
positive side the sense cf security .,rogressively increases \\ he rem; ,,l11 the 
negative side it progreseively decreases. The existence and the percepti
bility of the factor of sec,]fity having reen asst.med, as also its measurability, 
this technique was employed to make the scores ~ompara bk. Each item 
on the scale admits of one scere and thus the entire questionnaire is valued 
at 100. TaJ(ing 50-60 a, zero-point or the point of dCj)arh,re, three divi
sions on ei()er side were effected. The seal"! is:-

Above 80 
70-80 
60--70 
50-60 
4050 
30-40 

Below 3(1 

Perfectly secur<: 
Fairly scellre 
Sufficiently secure 
Moderately secure 
fllsecurity causing anxielY 
Abnormally insecure 
Absol~tely insecure 

Needless to say this was an a priori construction and has no stamp of finality. 
The subjects were not, however, asked to fit their answers int£, this scale; 
it was meant for the gllidance of the il1ve~tigators. It affords a gross 
judgment on the level of security an individual possesses. 

C. Intensity.-Direclion of the opinion having been provided for by 
the dichotomous alternatives Yes and No, and its extent having been madc 
measurable by the scale, it was thought desirable (0 introduce an opinion 
thennometer to measure the depth of opinion or the intensitv of belief. 
This was to ascertain the amount of certainty with which -the subject 
answers .the questionnaire. Taking' C' (Don't know or Can't say) as 
'the zero point,two divisions on either side were effected, on the positive 
side progressively certain, and {)n the negative progressively uncertain, The 
scale jncl\lde\l was; 
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A I am very certain abolLt my answer. 
B . I am certain. 
C 
D 
E 

Don't know; Can't judge. 
I am uncertain. 
I am not at all certain. 
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The subject was presented with the question. "How definite is your 
opinion?" Answering thus to each item would be cumbersome and mono
tonous; answering to the entire qlLestionnaire as a whole would be inadequate. 
Thus a via media was struck by asking the subjects to answer for each group 
of questions, i.e., each sphere in which the sense of seciirity was being 
measured. 

In the statistical treatment of the data, the scale and the intensity 
thermometer have been viewed as altogether independent of each other; 
psychologically, they cOl..ld be interpreted as mutually complementary. 

The sense of security has been assumed to be a measurable quantity and 
to be present in different individuals in different amourts. The subjects 
that are approached for information on the questicnnaire each give u 
variable vah,e which when statistically treated will give us an insigj1 t into 
the group trends. 

IV. THE SUBJEC1S 

Sample I.-A sample of eighty persons selected in a random manner 
was requested to send in their written replies to the questionnaire. In most 
of the ca,es they were personally interviewed and their replies were collected. 
The sample Linder study represents the middle·class unmarried males in the 
age group of 20 to 26 years. The subjects were all educated, and followed 
many diverse profeosions--students, research workers. school masters, 
clerks, university teachers, typists, engineers, businessmen, etc.; they were 
in the income gro"p of Rs. 50 to Rs. 200 per mC),lth. 

Sample ll.-A sample (If fifty scientific workers in the 1 Year Dipbma 
courses of tne Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, was administerec this 
q.lestionnaire (with the intensity factor included) and their replies were 
collected. This sample also mostly belonged to the middle class, all very 
highly educated and the age ranging belween 18 and 28 years. They were 
all engaged in scientific research in the applied scientific branches such as 
chemical engineering, metallurgy, electrical technology, etc. They were 
mostly unmarrieq and all were males. 

V. STATISTICAL ANALYS', 

As regards the total security index, tests for departure from normalitv 
were applied and it W!ls found that this index was in both the samples djstri'-
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buted according to the normal law with a mean of 67· R2 and a standard 
deviation of 8·8225 in the former group and with a mean of 63·6K and a 
standard deviation of 11 . 312 in the latter. 

The means and standard deviations of all the factors as well as the 
security index have been computed for both the samples and are givell in 
Tables I and If respectively; the various coefficiellts of correlation of 7CfO 

order betwecll the several factors and the total seclIrity index taken in pairs 
have also been included in the same tables. (See Annexure Ill.) 

The linear relationship between the factors and the total ~ccl!rity index 
yields the multiple coefficients of correlation R (I 2345 6789) have been 
found to be 0·91577 in the former group and 0·9700 in the latter; both are 
seen to be highly significant values, showing thereby that X, is linearly corre, 
luted with the other variables X2 ••••.••••• X" wht're 

X, stands for the Total security 

X2 Physical security 

X, Personal security 

X. Economic security 

X5 Social security 

X6 Ethical security 

X, Chic security 

X, Religiolls security 

X" Cultural security. 

The various coefficients of regression b 1 2 3 4 •.•.•. 8 9 also have 
been worked out and the regression of X, (Total Index) and the other eight 
variables have been given below. 

Group 1. X,= - 0·0926 - ·5822 X2, • 5996 X"' ,9703 X •. 2·002 X" 
1·2000 X., O· 9790 X" ·5488 X9, 1· 779 X,. 

The standard error of estimate is 

1·23 ........ 9-0, "\/l-R 1·234 ... ~-.-:-9=3·5438. 

Group 2. X, = 2,7648, ·8985 X" [,2264 X"' 0·8792 X" 0·8311 Xs. 
0·7340X6, 0·4207 X" 1'3798 X" 0·9985 X.' 

The standard error of estimate is 
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In the fonner group, the index of forecasting efficiency 
E = 100 (1 - yr-=-R') is 58·832 or 60 per cent. Coefficient of determina
tion is 0'8387 (R). All the [aclors taken together account ror nearly 84 
per cent. of the variance in X" 

Further it is found from the rellression coefficients lila! the dominant 
factors that influence the total security index are social. economic and persol:al 
factors contributing respectively 29 per cent., 15 per cent.. and 11 per cent. 
to the variance in X, (the total security index). The remaining factors can 
be ranked as follows in the order of their importance: ethical (11 per cent.), 
civic (9 per cent.), cultural (6 per cent.), religious (3 per cent.) and physical 
(3 per cent.). It is also interesting to note that the regression coefficient 
b 1 2 •••• S 9 of X, on X, is negative, probably indicating that the total 
security index is inversely correlated with the physical factor taken in rela
tion to other factors although 1'" is positive and significant. It is als(' seen 
that the cultural factor is negatively correlated with personal, economic and 
social factors and significantly cGrrelated with civic and rl'N~ious factor<; 
taJi:en individually as shown in Tahle I. But the regression coefficient 
b 1 23 ..•. 8 corresponding to this factor is positive and it accounts for 
only 6 per cent. in the variance of X" 

In the latter groLlp, the index of forecasting efficiency F is 75·7 or 76 
per cent; coefficient of determination is 0·94104 (R)' This indicates that 
these factors taken together have accounted for nearly 94 per cent. of the 
total variance in-X, (total security). Further it is found from the regressicn 
coefficients that the dominant factors that influence the total security in this 
sample, of peJ:wnai, and social factors contributing respeC'tively 37 per cent. 
and 18 per cent. to the variance in Xl' The remaining factors could he 
ranked as follows in order of importance: physical (10 per cen!.), religiou~ 
(9 per cen!.), cultllral (6 per cent.), ethical (5 per cent.), economic (4 per CenL) 
and civic (4 per cent.). All regression coefficients are positive, considering 
the correlation coefficients taken in pairs of variables all the negative co
efficients of correlation are insignificant, statistically. The economic factor 
is significantly correlated with the total security index but its correlation 
with {Jther factors taken individually is insignificant except for the persona! 
factor. The correlation of the religious ractorwith the other factors taken 
in pairs are all insignificant; howeyer, lhis factor shews a significant corre
lation with the total security index (0' 405). 

ReliaMlity.-]n the questionnaire was included an equal numhr (30) 
d two mutually checking series positive and negative items. Split-half 
reliaoility was IntiS determined for two sample groups: high reliability is 
suggested by the scores--r ·743 for the grollp of research workers and 
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·727 for the other group; by the prodl:cl moment correlation technique 
(e.g., checking items). 

Validity.-- The investigators are not aware of any standard scales or 
criteria, with which to correlate the findings on our Questionnaire. The 
inquiry being the first of its kind. at any rate, in this country, we suffer from 
the handicap of the absence of any objective standard. However, an in
direct method of gauging the validity of our QLlestionnaire is under prepara
tion, a description of which might not be found out of place. A series of 
concrete situations illustrating the behaviour patterns of an individlial, 
closely approximating the groups of items comprehended in the Question
naire, will be presented before the subject. with a scale of alternati\es, 
implying graded sense of security. The subject will be asked to choose oae 
of the alternatives and indicating his probable response to the situational 
calL The score thus obtained might serve as an external standard with 
which the scores on tbe Questionnaire might be compared. No final form 
has however been achieved hitherto. 

Prompted by curiosity we undertook to measure tbe nature lmd 
amount of relation tbat subsists between the factor of intensity of opinion 
and the various security factors on the one hand and the economic status 
of the subject on the other (in Sample 2J-t The subjects being mostly 
extracted from the middle class. this aspect of our inquiry was not very 
interesting. There was a positive correlation between the upper levels of 
economic status and the gross intensity. X, was 3· 6856 and C was . 4682. 
The minuter analysis revealed that the Xc in the eight spheres (Physical. ctc.) 
were 15,7212, 6·742, 20'3414, 11'0817, 10,3361, 16-6963. 9-2954 and 
11·2038 respectively, and C was 0·489_ ,3442. '5378. '4257, -4140, -5003, 
. 3962 and -4278 in order. Limited as the divergence of the population 
tested is;the scores do not mean mLlch. But when pressed for a wider and 
more various group, we may 1Joe able to discover important facts regarding 
the economic status as affecting the certainty of one's OWn opinion. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The samples tested may not warrant any fundamental conclusion. But 
these surveys have helped in the preliminary exploration of the problem. 
Therefore the conclusi:ms are with reference to these particular samples 
and naturally tentative. 

In both the samples, the index is distributed according tQ the normal 
law and thus points to the validity of the procedure adopted. . 

t The Questionn?ire administer~d to Sample 1 did not in,Jude the int~nsit~ fa,tor. 
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The factors chosen as contributory to the sense of sccuri ly were 
physical, personal, economic, social, ethical, civic, religkJUf, cultural. The 
result of statistical manipulation of the scores shows that the security index 
is a linear function of the severa I factors to a fair degree of approximation, 
i.e., the security index is subjected to direct proportional fluctuation accord
ing to the variations in the influence of these factors. 

The study of the regression coefficients shows that in tile first sample, 
three of the factors, i.e., Social 29 per cent., Economic 15 per cent. and 
Personal 11 per cent., are the most dominant in regard to their influence in 
determining the security index, whereas in the second sample the factQfs 
are Personal (37 per cent.) and Social (18 per cent.). The chance factors 
in the two cases affecting the security index arc about 16 per cent. and (, per 
cent. of the variance respectively, while the rest, i.e., 84 per cent. and 94 
per cent. arc accounted for by the factors chosen in the inquiry. This would 
indicate that the factors chosen fairly exhaust the field. 

Taking into account the factor of intensity of opinion that has been 
introduced in the questiGnnaire and its relation with the economic status 
of the subject, coefficients of contingency C have been calculated for the 
second sample. Another coefficient of contingency has also been obtained 
between gross intensity and economic status. By gross intensity it was 
meant the intensity for the entire questionnaire by taking into consideration 
the largest times an intensity is ticked. The x' test has also been applied 
and this shows that the hypothesis of independence of the factors is not 
disproved with respect to this sample and so the economic status does not 
seem to influence the intensity of opinion in a significant manner, so far as 
tliis sample is concerned. 

Relation between the economic status and intensity of opinion 
iiI each of the eight security factors 

C x" 
1. Physical 0·489 15·7212 
2. Personal 0'3442 6·742 
3. Economic 0·5378 20·3414 
4. Social 0·4257 11'0817 
5. Ethical 0·4140 10·3361 
6. Civic 0·5003 16·6963 
7. Religious 0·3962 9·2954 
S. Cultural 0-4278 11·2038 
9. Gross intensity 0-4282 3·6859 
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These exploratory surveys conducted on sound lincs, warrant wrvcy 
on a wider universe. The determination of the index in stratified univcr,cs 
in the country might reveal the extent of security people enjoy. 

VII. A THERAPEUTIC SUGGESTION 

The opinion held by the authors is that the tension in the pathological 
sense of the term, is not characteristic of any organism to start with; neither 
does it descend on the organism at some fateful moment. It starts rather 
at certain points within the societal regions and the consequent awareness 
in the self-region will affect the general poise in some measure. If it is not 
potent enough to seriously jeopardise the satisfactory tone of the referent 
region (which otherwise abounds), it gets dissolved. If the factors involved 
arc very essential, the secl.rity feeling of the individual is at stake. The 
tendency in most of the nonnal human beings to maintain the balance will 
be sufficiently strong to defy minor disturbances, except in individuals 
whose equilibrium is exceedingly fragile and weak. 

The fundamental postulate of the organismic outlook, that the organism 
is an organised system of energy is made more meaningful by another postu
late that nature exi~ts in the form of structured fields. The insecurity of 
a man is no doubt a total effect; but it is not an undifferentiated structure. 
It has its origin or origins in one or several of the regiors of the life-space. 
A quantitative estim'ite of the sense of insecurity, if it is pos,ible, cOilld be 
obtained by taking into account the total organism alone; blit for a quali
tative estimate, it is necessary that we should use the instrument of ana
lysis.!5 Remedy should always follow diagnosis. The best way available 
for assessing this is to analyse the sense of security in each region, the contri
bution of each region to the total sense of security. The eradication of 
tensio.l is achieved by removing the bRrriers, and with it the sense of insecu
rity vanishes. Blockage is not harmful as a rule; some arc necessary and 
some useful. According to Brown, "It would be of the greatest practical 
and ethical significance if we knew more about the precise nature of a success
ful balance of blockages so that highly differentiated but still happy indivi
duals would be the result. "!6 

The following schematic representation17 would illustrate the nature of 
the problem and the cure it calls for. 

15 Not structural-substantial but functionai-relational. 
" Op. cit., p. 292. 

17 Ap,propriated with changes (rom J.lIinck: rile Problem of Alcoltol, p. 20. 
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The prcscnce of Tension in the psychological interaction generates 

THE SENSE OF INSECURITY 

in the individual personality. 

I 
PROBLEM 

of elimination or 
reduction <Jf conditions 
which create tension. 

It is painful and demands 
RELIEF 

This demand creates 
Two PROBLEMS 

I 
I 

PROBLEM 

of finding a mode 
for relief of 

tension. 

45 

The former of the problems is on the soeieta 1 plane while the latter on 
the individual plane. The concerted action of the sociologists, pSYCI10-
logists and social workers is essential for any wise remedy. This has to be 
planned keeping in mind the caution of Professor Brown: "For purposes of 
exact prediction one must characterise field-theoretically the whole perso
nality of the individual. One must know the distribution of force, the 
reality dimension of the field in which this locomotion is occurring and the 
structure of the person. "18 

ANNEXURE I 

Section of Economics-and Social Sciences, Indian Illstitute of Science 
Bangalore 3 

SECURITY INDEX QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please, fiJI up these particulars: 

Name ..................... . 
. Profession ................. . 
Religion ..... .............. . 
Income 

Educational ! evel 

" Op. cit., p. 300. 

Age .............. . . 
Postal Address ................... . 
Married or Single . .....•........... 
Economic Status-

(a) Rich ....................... . 
(b) Well-to-do ................. . 
(c) Average ................... . 
(d) Poor ....................... . 
(e) Very poor .................. . 
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Dire('tiol1~ For Answering 

Your answers should be in terms of Yes or No. Thcrc/<lfc what you 
have (0 do is to encircle either Yes .or No. as the case may be. 

There arc eight groups of questions: and we want to know the definite
ness of your opinion regarding each group. To help you te indicate thus the 
intensity of your opinion, you must usc the following sea Ie. This is known 
as the Opinion Thermometer. 

A = I am very certain abollll11Y answer to this group of questions. 

B = [ am certain. 

C = Don't know, Can'(judgc. 

D = 1 am uncertain. 

E =~ 1 am not at all certain. 

OPINION THERMOMETER FOR THE SECURITY INDEX QUESTIONNAIRE 

This is to measl>re the intensity of your opinion. You have to write 
the letter A, B, C, 0 or E in accordance with the definiteness of your 
answers for the particular group. Place the letter in the margin, with 
reference to the whole group. An opinion thermometer thus implies the 
question . 

" How definite is your opinion? " 
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and your indicating the definiteness by the letters A, B. etc., will be the 
answer. If you are very sure of your answer indicate it by writing the letter 
A; absolutely skeptical, E; if you can't judge the irltensily of your opinion, 
C; if your opinion leans towards definiteness, B; and if towards in
definiteness, D. 

There are eight groups of questions. Thus you will give YOLT opinion 
eight times. Please keep this in mind ar.d before beginning to answer get 
yourself well acquainted with the thermometer, i.e., as to what A, B, C, D 
and E stand for. If the directions are now clear, you may proceed to 
answer the questionnaire. 

SECURITY INDEX 

Answer by way of encircling either Yes or No. 

I. 1. Are you generally healthy Yes No 
2. Are you disabled physically in anyway? Yes No 
3. Are you confident that your constitution is strong 

and can endure any strain? .. Yes No 
4. Has any early experience of yours contributed to 

your physical ailment? Yes No 
5. Are you satisfied with your build? Yes No 
6. Have you had any particularly dangerous incidents 

in your life? Yes No 
7. Do yon think you have inherited some of the defects 

of your parents? Yes No 
8. Will you have to consult a physician often? Yes No 
9. Do you think that care of body is absolutely essen-

tial'l Yes No 
10. Do you think you are quite normal regarding your 

constitution ? Yes No 
II. 15. Do you regret the choice regarding your wifl!jh,]s-

band? Yes No 
16. Is the education that you have got quite enough 

for you? Yes No 
22. Are your domestic affairs generally pleasant? Yes No 

III. 33. Win your monetary troubles be frequent? Yes No' 
36. Are almost all your needs readily satisfied 'I Yes No 
40. Are you afraid you cannot educate your children 

without trouble to the family 'I Yes No 
4 
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IV. 42. Do you feel that you h3VC not got what you 
deserve? 

45. 
48. 

V. 62. 

67. 
70. 

VI. 71. 

74. 

78. 
VII. 81. 

83. 

87. 

VIII. 91. 

95. 

Do YOl, lack self-confidence? 

Do you feel that you arc misunderstood by others '! 
Are you satisfied with the moral aspect of your 

personality? 
Do you often experience 'stings' or conscience '! 

Do you think it is wise not to give expression to all 
our whims and fancies? . 

Have you confidence in those who are supposed to 
govern you? 

Do you feel that the administration is gradually 
growing inefficient? .. 

Do YOll willingly invite public criticism or censure '/ 

Are you religious in your outlook? 

Do you. feel that you are a sinner? 

Do you believe that the order of things demands 
that you should be just, kind and good 

Are you interested in music, painting and dancing? 

Are :esthetic values (like beauty) just fictitious of 
imagination? . 

99. Are saints, in your opinion, just abnormal and 

Yes No 

Ye, No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

'Ies No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

thus burdens on society? Yes No 
Notc.-There are in all 100 questions. The above may be taken to be a selection only. 

ANNEXURE n 
NOTE ON THE METHOD OF SCORING 

1. The items included in the Questionnaire were made to admit of 
dichotomous answer. Yes and No were the anticipated, alternative trends 
cf information that could be elicited from the Questionnaire. This was 
done with the purpose of rendering the Questionnaire easier to answer and 
more definite to score and tabcllate than otherwise; application of statis
tical techniques was the guiding idea. 

2. The selection of the items was done by a 'careful analysis of the 
field being measllfed'. The items included are various aspects of an 
individual's life in general; the reaction to each item is made to indicate 
the positive or negative trend of the attitude. Although each item contri
butes its share to the general information, provision has been made for 
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summing up certain answers to indicate the trend of attitude with regard to 
that particular aspect of human relations, and alsc- for obtaining a total 
measure by summing up all the answers. In view of our purpose, i.e., 
attitude measurement, it is not contemplated to consider individual's reac
tion as solch but to concentrate on the group-attitude-behaviour. Of course 
the individual S.I. (Security Index) could be made the basis of a diagnostic 
procedure, later. 

3. The selection of alternative answers was done by a prima facie consi
deration of the questions; this was augmented by expert opinion. That 
this method is justified is obvious enough; alternative methods either dc 
not exist or are extremely difficult practically. Reliance on commonsense 
judgment is something which we cannot altogether dispense with. 
J. M. Symonds, in fact, mentions this at the head of the list of methods he 
proposes (see his Diagnosing Personali~y and Conduct, p. 157) and we have 
followed his lead when he advises "to score the questionnaire, ,<sing a 
commonsense or a priori key" (Ibid., p. 158). In the scheme that we hayc 
employed the choice of either Yes or No expresses the presence or absence 
of the sense of security depending upon the wording of the question. The 
coefficients of reliability of this questionnaire when administered to two 
sample groups were 0·767 and 0'743, applying the split-half technique 
corrected by Spearman-Brown formula. 
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TABLE I 
Security Index (Sample) [ 

Table of Correlations, i'yfealls alld Standard Dci'imio" 
.-------,1- ----,,- . 

2 Physical 

3 Personal 

4: Economic 

5 Sodal 

6 Ethka! 

7 Civk 

8 l{eligiolls 

9 Cultilral 

1 Total 

Mean 

Personal 

Economic 

~odal 

Ethical 

Ch-ic 

Religious 

C\lttlltul 

Total 

).fean 

PhY~~ical ! 
Xz 

,,' i 

Persona! 'I Economic I 
.1":, : ,1 1 : ,'Y'~) Xl: 

O·35i9* 0'08439 0·j850"i" 0'06921: 0·2210 

\ 'u!t\,r~d 

"u 
1'utal 

·~'l 

"I 0·3519' I 0.4400t 0'1702"[" 0·3321' 

i)'lut2 J 0'36421 

-U-1228 ! O·5771t 

"'I 0 ·08439 I O·Hoot 0.324j'" 0·0707G 0-1277 0·2752 -0'1460 

" 0·485Qt 0·4702* Q.3247' ! 0·0930:1 , 0·1206 0·2;,)41 0'6259"1 

"I 0·06921 1 
0·3321 O· 070;0 0·09301 

0·1277 ~ 0·1200 

0·2752 I 0·25>1 

0·2187 0·1887 0·4680t 

0·2210 
I 0·06852 .. 

0·3450' I 0·1318 

.. 0·1612 -0,1228 

.. 0·3642i· 0·577H 

0·2187 0·1614 , 

0·1887 0·1614 0·2982* Q·436/i 
, 

U.2982* i 
, 

0·1470 O'HOO' 0'24.1 

0·4680i j)·45n'!' 0·43G4;· 0,2·131 1

-0.1460 1-0.19,6 

I U'5381r i U·6259"[" 

.. I 8·26 12.52 

.. 1·453 2·876 

6·38 5·9 7··!2 7'64 

1·889 1·825 1·207 1·425 

i 5·4 114'44 
2·5770 1·7086 

I 
;jC Significant at 5~~ leveL t Sigi1ificant at 1 ~),~ level. 

TABLE II 
Security Index (Sampie IT) 

Table of Correlations, Means mid Standard Del'ialioll 
---_._-

i PhY:;icallperson:11' Economic Social II "Ethical Ci'iic II EeJig:oll" Cultural I, Total I Sum 
'I I. ", ". __ ', ___ .-1.. __ 

.. ' 1·1)000 I '5777\·1 ·311' .0061t! ,4013' I .3341·1 ·112.1 ·\l6411 .714t' 3·8683 

.. '57mll.oooot! ·33W ,0583tl, ·340~·' .296.5·1 '0943 ·2385 '8504tI4'3871 
\ , 1 

.. , •0371
1 '3310'11.0000+ ·1942 i ·2046 .10221-.0032 -·1478 '8504j', 2·4385 

·60671 ·6583t ·1942 1'0000t, ·2324 '42961

1 

·2371 ·311Z' I .8076tI4.4767 

'40431'1 .3404·1 . 2046 '23241 1'0000';' ·0024 - ·0034 - ·0392 '4091 t

l

2-5506 

·3347' '2965'j ·1022 • 4296tl ·0024 1.000MI ·2742 I ·HOOT I '4927"[ 3·3429 

'17241 .G9{3', - ·0032 ·2371· ·0034 ·2;42 I 1'00001: .2818 I 4058t1 2.4590 

·0640 I ,23851, ·1478 .31121 •. 0392 ·4\Oot! .2818 I, I.QOOO" '4383rI2.8530 

.. ' ·67l4t ·8504t : ·4148' '8076.,: ·4091i, '4927j '4055t! '4383t I 1.0000rI 5 '4901 

.. 1 706 
1
11 '72 : 5·48 13'08 : 0·92 15'86 i 6·86 ! 7.76 163 '68 

",1-8973,4'0556 i 2·1563 ; 3-1550 i 1-8093 2'0299 i 1·8331 il.5lm !1l.312 

----:'::-:--:;~~:-'-:-~~-...1.....-_--.L.... __ --'-___ ._1 __ _ 
>II Significant at 5% level ('288)' + l7.::;nn;+;"""f .. t 10/1 __ _ 1 I ........ " 


